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8 How old will Doris be next year if 

three years ago she was 5 years 

younger than Peter was.  Peter is 17 

next year. 

In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken out of the word in capitals.  Mark 

this word on your answer sheet. 

1 Flying to far away countries in not as 

EXSIVE as it used to be. 

       

       

2 REAG books is often a great way to 

relax. 

       

       

3 My friend can speak three different 

LANGUS 

       

       

4 My mother sent a POSTD when she 

was on holiday 

       

       

5 Science is a great subject but you need 

to CONCENTE. 

       

       

6 The girl was upset when her gerbil 

ESED from the cage.  

       

       

7 The man had his WAL stolen by the 

pickpocket. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below use the alphabet to 

help you work out the code or the word in 

each question. 

9 The code for FIRST is DAPKR 

Work out the word for UGTWL 

   

10 The code for HILL is BFFI 

Work out word for NLOO 

   

11 The code AUTHOR is ZFGSLI 

What is the code for CANTER 

   

12 The code for JAVAS is DXPXM 

What is the code for PROUD 

   

   

13 The code for XYST is CDXY 

Work out the code for CULL 

   

   

14 The code for LUNGS is HQJCO 

Work out the word for HKRAO 

   

   

15 The code for VERIFY is NZJDXT 

What is the code for IMPOSE 
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In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) 

Answer large   false 

23 Frog is to 

(tadpole   pond   fog) 

As elephant is to 

(zoo   Africa   calf) 

24 Rabbit is to 

(field   warren   farm) 

As bear is to 

(grizzly   cave   salmon) 

25 Red is to 

(pink   green   blue) 

As black is to 

(yellow   grey   purple ) 

26 Day is to 

(week   time   events) 

As minute is to 

(small   mouse   hour) 

  

27 Lost is to 

(lose   money   found) 

As kind is to 

(generous   present   cruel)    

28 Soldier is to 

(gun   khaki  army ) 

As sailor is to 

(ship   navy   water) 

  

  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below complete the letter 

sequences with the correct pair of letters.  

There is an alphabet to help you. 

Example 

AB CD EF GH IJ 

Answer KL 

16 WX   PQ   IJ  (??) 

      

      

      

17 JK   CD   VW   OP  (??) 

      

      

      

18  GH   NO   UV   BC   (??) 

      

      

      

19  XY   QR   JK   (??) 

      

      

      

20 TU   WX   ZA   CD   FG    (??) 

       

       

       

21 FG   KL   PQ   UV   ZA   EF    (??)   

       

       

       

22 CD   VW   OP   HI   AB    (??)    
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In the questions below the three numbers in 

the brackets are related in the same way 

Find the number that complete the final group 

and mark it on the answer sheet. 

Example 

                 2   (4 )   2     5   (10)   5 

                             4   (?)    6 

29 95  (14)  81       55  (18)  37 

58   (?)   1 

30 91  (19)  72          69  (60)  9 

52  (?)  18 

31 2 (28) 14               1  (9)  9 

3  (?)  16 

32 7  (70)  10       4  (76)  19 

8  (?)  12 

33 86  (162)  76      25 (48)  23 

71  (?)  54 

34 63  (13)  50   56  (53)   3 

58   (?)   48 

35 3   (28)   11   11   (56)   17 

  6   (?)   19 

In the questions below select the letter that 

best completes the word on the left and starts 

the word on the right. 

Example 

gri ? og 

ha  ? oll 

Answer D 

36 sur ? dible 

tru ? ast 

37 pin ? ill 

ar ? in 

38 pin ? ar 

ro ? une 

39 mas ? remble 

shu ? ight 

40 roa ? ow 

da ? arvel 

41 od ? rown 

thu ? ocile 

42 was ? ivot 

ho ? ride 
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In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets that are similar in 

meaning 

Example 

(high   clock   speak) 

(wish   elevated   more) 

Answer – HIGH ELEVATED 

50 (opposing office identical) 

   

(filed different opportune)

   

51 (thought brief idea) 

   

(barter short play) 

   

52 (notice happen holding) 

   

(veto prohibit occur) 

   

53 (shade crayon shrub) 

   

(painting tint tree) 

   

54 (tell tail story) 

   

(fable tall ask) 

   

55 (revenge remote return) 

   

(attack island isolated) 

   

56 (brave banal brought) 

   

(docile courageous coward) 

   

In the questions the letters stand for 

numbers.Work out the answer to each sum 

and then mark the answer as a letter on the 

answer sheet. 

Example 

If A= 1 B = 2 C = 3 D = 5 = E = 6 

What is the answer to this sum as a letter? 

A + B + C = (?)    Answer = E

43 A = 4   B = 12  C = 17 D  = 2 E = 33 

B x A + D – C =  

44 A = 7 B = 10  C = 12 D = 19 E = 8 

D + E + C – D – B =  

45 A = 8 B = 7 C = 29 D = 14 E = 13  

A x B – E – D = 

46 A = 2 B =  40 C = 7 D = 6 E = 4 

D x C x A – B - E = 

47 A = 10 B = 11  C = 3 D = 63 E = 9 

D ÷ E x C – B =  

48 A = 21  B = 4 C = 6 = D = 17 E = 36 

B + E ÷ B – C + D = 

  

49 A = 3 B = 8 C = 9  D =  12 =  E = 13 

 A x B + C - D – B =   
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57 What day will it be in four days if five 

days before the day before yesterday it 

was Sunday. 

In the questions below work out the next 

number in the sequence 

Example 

2   4   6   8   (?) 

Answer 10 

66  54   62   70   78   86   94   (?) 

67  100   115   130   145   160   (?) 

68 71   66   89   84   107   (?)  

69  36   47   58   69   80   91   (?) 

70  16   11   20   15   24   19   (?) 

71  46   62   78   94   110   (?) 

72  81   77   78   74   75   (?) 

In the questions below a four letter word has 

been hidden between two other words.  Find 

that word and mark the two words it is hidden 

in on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Frank indicated which way he went. 

Answer Frank indicated – KIND 

58 I dropped the mirror by accident. 

59  Your open window attracted some 

burglars. 

60 Billy played it really well hey? 

61 Suddenly she appeared from the fog. 

62 Bob built the patio very quickly. 

63 Winter is when snow can fall. 

64 The girl’s favourite statue was 

broken. 

65 You do too much in haste. 
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In the questions below select one word that is 

similar in meaning to the words in the first set 

of brackets and also with the words in the 

second set of brackets.  Select the correct 

word and mark it on the answer sheet. 

Example 

(needle  nail) 

(stick  fasten) 

(pin   bolt   glue   thread   adhere) 

Answer = PIN 

73 (tandem made) (yogurt tour) 

(moaned [ ???? ]) 

74 (stream rest) (series rise) 

(remote [ ???? ]) 

75 (flatten flan) (forrest fort) 

(loudest [ ???? ]) 

76 (estuary  east)  (candles  clan) 

(harness  { ???? }) 

77 (gather rage) (simmer rise) 

(tandem [ ???? ]) 

78 (despair  rise)  (blasted  deal) 

(flashed  [ ????] ) 

79 (ready   era)   (octet   cot) 

(angle   [????] ) 

Gareth, Mike and Steven all work in a warehouse.  

Gareth doesn’t like Mondays because he has to 

work by himself then.  Mike doesn’t like 

Wednesday because he has to stack heavy items 

then.  Steven doesn’t like Saturday because it is 

really busy and only Gareth is there to help him. 

Which one of these must be true 

A – Mike works on Saturday. 

B – Gareth doesn’t like Mike. 

C – The warehouse is small. 

D – Mike is smaller than Gareth. 

E – Steven doesn’t work on a Monday. 


